Hyundai i20 review

So it comes as no surprise that the Hyundai i20 was making its headlines for all the right
reasons -- right up until the price announcement. Sporty, chiseled or young, there are many
words that come to mind when you first look at the new i Something like the Honda Jazz would
strike you as larger at first glance. The big difference between this and the Elite i20 is in the
attitude. Preconceived notions are hard to evade sometimes. The leg space is good too and at 6.
Does the low height play spoilsport? Not at the rear at least, because the roof liner has been
scooped out and even taller occupants have usable headroom. For one, roomy as the rear row
is, the view facing forward gets sandwiched between the tall infotainment panel and interior
rearview mirror. The front row experience is what matters most and Hyundai has clearly put
some effort into this. The good news is that even with this funky design, the ergonomics are still
a strong point. Even the fit and finish quality is premium if not rich and it makes the cabin a nice
place to be in. FYI - The i20 gets full leatherette seats but only with the turbo petrol versions.
The adjustable steering in particular goes a long way in making the front seat tall
people-friendly but there are some height related roadblocks. Anyone around or over 6ft in
height will want more headroom, at least in the sunroof equipped models. Additionally, using
the sunvisor gets difficult for the vertically gifted since it eats into your view out. Even the door
armrests could do with some soft touch plastics or leatherette padding a la Venue to make the
cabin feel richer. No physical buttons unfortunately. Wireless phone charger with a cooling vent
Convenient but not the quickest charge option. But there are some oddities here. Rear parking
sensors come as standard but even the top version gets only two. Projector fog lamps and rear
AC vents come as standard but not this? The engines and transmissions give the i20 different
personalities, each with their pros and cons. A little thrummy, sure, but the engine note is
actually nice to hear. There is some slight initial lag that you will notice especially in crawl city
traffic or while reversing up an incline. There is a bit of learning curve to be precise with how
much throttle you need to dial in at low speeds but you can figure it out quickly. Where this
engine comes to life is when you push it. The transmission complements the engine really well
too. Slam the throttle and there is a slight wait before kickdown. Make no mistake, it is quick,
just a little conservatively tuned for a twin clutch box. Fire it up and the first thing you notice
here is how well the cabin insulation counters the engine noise. That said, there is usable
performance for city commutes before the turbo kicks in. The gear changes are petrol
car-smooth and the shift action is light as well. This powertrain will prove to be a good cruiser
with kmph seeing the engine ticking over at around rpm. The naturally aspirated petrol is for the
easy going driver. The ride quality is slightly on the firmer side, and this is more noticeable in
the turbo petrols. You can feel potholes when you hit them but it's one quick dunk and then it
settles immediately with no bounciness on the recovery. We even drove the i20 over some
gravel laden and damaged roads. Even the road noise was controlled nicely. Something like the
VW Polo feels more compliant at high speeds. Basically, it works well for daily commutes, even
with bad roads and intercity touring, so long as you stick to sane speeds. With the turbo petrol
coming into the picture, the new i20 is in hot hatch territory. However, it is a neutral handler.
The steering is quick enough to enjoy some fast corners and curves, but there is no feedback to
speak of. The brakes are also typically Hyundai. It's very balanced in that sense but while the
performance is hot hatch-like, the handling and ride package is tuned more towards ease of use
than outright excitement. If you just want a decently loaded family hatchback with a reasonable
amount of frills and gizmos, there are more VFM options available. If you want that next class
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